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The recent release of the first light sky map of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) from 
the Planck satellite provides an initial opportunity for comparison with the WMAP and COBE 
sky maps and their reconstruction algorithms. The precision of the match between Planck’s and 
WMAP’s anisotropies below several degrees in size, which corresponds to spherical harmonics 
with high l, provides confidence that the differences between the anisotropies at low l are 
substantial. If the Planck first light sky map is taken as the gold standard, the results seem to 
suggest the low l components of the WMAP map and a considerable part of the COBE sky map 
have a similar reconstruction artefact. As the Planck first light sky map covers only about 10% 
of the sky, any conclusions drawn from this comparison are speculative but deserving of further 
investigation.   
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[Note: The work presented in my talk at the conference has been published previously [1]. Therefore, the 
work described below followed directly from my talk as well as talks and discussions by others at the 
conference. This work was original posted as arXiv:09110.5102 on 27 October 2009.] 

1.Introduction 

Imaging of the brightness of the whole sky between about 40 GHz and 400GHz is 
believed to provide a “baby picture” of the universe. Referred to as the cosmic microwave 
background (CMB), variations in the intensity of the CMB with direction in the sky are believed 
to be due to the structure of the universe when it was about 400,000 years old. As these 
variations, which are referred to as anisotropies, are only about 1 part in 100,000 of the intensity 
of the CMB, they require extremely stable and reliable instrumentation and processing to detect 
with high confidence.  

The release of the Planck first light (PFL) sky map by the Planck team on Sept 17, 2009 
was in the form of a single image covering about 10% of the sky. While the release of the image 
seemed to be intended primarily for publicity reasons, the high quality of the image allowed for 
a cautious comparison with the WMAP and COBE sky maps. While the acquisition frequency 
of the sky map was not provided in the release, nevertheless the image’s minimal foreground 
suggests it was acquired at about 143GHz. As the PFL sky map only covers a fraction of the sky 
and is only a single image any conclusions drawn from the sky map must be considered 
speculative. However, as the full release of Planck’s first year data is not due for another year or 
two, cautious comparison seems worthwhile.   

The first satellite missions to report the detections of the anisotropies were COBE [2, 3] 
and WMAP [4-6]. Neither satellite measured the sky maps directly. Instead, to generate sky 
maps of the whole sky, each satellite measured the difference between two points in the sky 
many times per second while each satellite scanned over a large region of the sky. These 
measurements were made at multiple frequencies and polarisations simultaneously. To generate 
a map of the whole sky, observations from at least 1 year of measurements where reconstructed 
into a sky map. A sky map was generated for each frequency/polarisation pair for each satellite.  

A great deal of effort went into the design of both the COBE and WMAP satellites to 
insure the reliability of any detection of anisotropies. The measurements were designed such 
that for an anisotropy to be considered detected it must show up in all of the frequency bands 
and in both polarisations. Launched about a decade after COBE, WMAP had more sensitive 
instrumentation which allowed it to acquire sky maps with 3,145,728 pixels over the whole sky 
as compared to COBE’s 6,144. In the series of papers reporting the initial WMAP results, the 
smoothed version of the WMAP sky maps, which corresponded to spherical harmonics at low l, 
were shown to correspond well with the COBE sky maps [5].  
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The COBE and WMAP image reconstruction algorithms were designed and implemented 
by very competent and well funded researchers [2-6]. Thus any major problems with the image 
reconstruction of the sky maps are likely to primarily reflect problems with the current state of 
the art in the design and assessment of image reconstruction algorithms.  

A common feature of the Planck, WMAP and COBE satellites was that all three made 
simultaneous measurements at multiple frequencies and polarisations. However, the design of 
the Planck satellite is different from WMAP’s and COBE’s in several ways. First, Planck 
measures the sky at a single point as opposed to WMAP’s and COBE’s differential 
measurements between two points. Second, Planck repeats the measurement of a ring on the sky 
every minute for 1 hour. It then moves onto the next ring. Planck’s trivially simple image 
reconstruction for each ring is to average all the revolutions together into a single ring. Thus, 
each point in the sky will be measured 60 times during one hour and the 60 measurements will 
be averaged together. Therefore, within 1 hour, Planck has a reliable measurement of the 
intensity of the CMB over a single ring. It takes Planck 6 months to scan the whole sky. 

Several papers have raised questions about the reliability of the WMAP sky maps at low l 
based on unusual properties of the sky maps. The improbable alignment of the quadrapole and 
octapoles of the sky maps, particularly with the earth's orbit around the sun, has been discussed 
extensively in the literature [6-10]. These alignments are commonly referred to by the colourful 
term the “Axis of Evil”. Another paper noted a puzzling correlation between the large-scale 
non-Gaussian patterns in the CMB and WMAP's observation numbers [11]. 

Cover [12] also found a perplexing property of the image reconstruction used for the 
official WMAP sky maps. It was found that for each of the sky maps from WMAP’s 20 
channels, sky maps with no anisotropies were a better fit to the uncalibrated time ordered data 
(TOD) than WMAP’s official sky maps. In this calculation WMAP’s calibration parameters for 
each channel were allowed to vary. This result raised the possibility that there was something 
amiss with the calibration of the WMAP measurements that had a substantial impact on the 
official sky maps.  

2.Methods 

Three sky maps were used for the analysis presented in this paper. The first was the sky 
map at 94 GHz from the WMAP 5 year analysis smoothed to 20 arc minutes. The second image 
was the same as the first, but with the PFL image overlaid in the regions of the WMAP sky map 
where the PFL data was available. The PFL data had also been smoothed to 20 arc minutes. The 
third image was the COBE sky map. It was the result of a combination of the sky maps from all 
of COBE’s polarisations and frequency bands over COBE's 4 years of observations. 

All three of the images used in this analysis were obtained from the slide show presented 
by Gary Hinshaw of the WMAP team at the Bielefeld International workshop on Cosmic 
Structure and Evolution (Sept 23-25, 2009, Bielefeld, Germany). As part of this analysis, the 
validity of the comparison was double checked to confirm it was a valid comparison between 
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the PFL image and the WMAP's sky maps. The WMAP team had overlaid the PFL image on 
the WMAP sky map at 94GHz. Visual comparison of the WMAP only and WMAP/Planck 
greyscale images indicated that anisotropies composed of spherical harmonics with high l were 
in very good agreement between WMAP and the PFL. The slide show is available online at 
http://www.physik.uni-bielefeld.de/igs/cosmology2009/cosmic-ws09.html.  

The first step of this analysis was to convert each of the 3 images from false colour to 
greyscale. Greyscale images are routinely used in medical imaging as colour sometimes de-
emphasises important structures in images. The next step was to subtract the WMAP/Planck sky 
map from the WMAP only sky map. Figure 1 shows the WMAP only, WMAP/Planck and the 
difference image sky maps. The shape of the PFL sky map, which is limited to about 10% of the 
sky, determines the shape of the difference sky map.  

A scatter plot of the Planck pixel values versus the difference pixel values can provide 
valuable insight into the quality of the difference image. A scatter plot of the values of the 
pixels for the PFL sky map versus the difference sky maps is shown in Fig 2. The log of the 
pixel count is plotted for each Planck/difference pixel pair.  

The difference sky map was compared to the COBE sky map. The greyscale version of the 
COBE sky map is shown in Fig. 3(a). Before overlaying the difference sky map on the COBE 
sky map it received two steps of processing. First it was smoothed with a Gaussian blurring 
filter with a radius of 10 WMAP pixels. Second, it was multiplied by a gain and had a baseline 
added. The gain and baseline were chosen based on visual comparison with the COBE sky map. 
The COBE sky map with the difference sky map overlaid is shown in Fig 3(b).    

3.Results 

Visual comparison of the WMAP (Fig 1a) and Planck sky map (Fig 1b) shows little 
obvious difference. However, careful inspection, while showing agreement at high l, suggests a 
difference at low l. The difference image (Fig 1c) shows primarily smoothly varying structures. 
This implies that for high l, the WMAP and Planck sky maps are closely matched and well 
calibrated, thus they cancel out in the difference image. However, there are substantial 
differences at low l between the WMAP and Planck sky maps.  

The scatter plot in Fig 2. shows the amplitude of the difference sky map is about half of 
the anisotropies in the Planck sky map. Also, the scatter plot shows little correlation between the 
Planck and difference sky maps.  

More careful examination of Fig. 1(c) shows the difference sky map to be primarily bright 
in the northern hemisphere and dark in the two regions of the southern hemisphere. Examination 
of Fig. 3(b) shows these bright and dark regions generally align with the corresponding bright 
and dark regions on the COBE sky map. More careful examination of each of these three 
regions shows a rough correlation of the variation of intensity within each of the regions with 
the corresponding locations on the COBE sky maps.   
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4.Discussion 

The availability of the PFL sky map 
provides an initial opportunity to assess the 
performance of the image reconstruction used to 
calculate the WMAP and COBE sky maps. 
However, it must always be kept in mind that 
the PFL sky map was released primarily for 
publicity reasons. As a consequence, the quality 
of the sky map is substantially smoothed from 
that available to the Planck team and virtually 
no supporting documentation is available for the 
image other than that generally available for 
Planck.  

The most important characteristic of the 
difference image (Fig 1c) is what it does not 
have. The WMAP sky map clearly shows a 
texture on a scale of about 1 degree that 
corresponds to the peak of the WMAP power 
spectrum. The amplitude of this texture on the 
difference image is much smaller, indicating the 

PFL image has a very similar texture and 
calibration as the WMAP sky map. The 
difference image does have a fine grain speckle 
that is close to the pixel size of the image. This 
is likely do to a slight registration problems 
between the WMAP and PFL images.  

The scatter graph shown in Fig. 2 gives an 
indication of the quality of the PFL sky map. It 

shows no correlation between the PFL values and the pixel values of the difference image. 
Thus, it is unlikely the difference image is due to an artefact in the PFL. This result supports the 
working hypothesis that the PFL sky map is of sufficient quality for some initial analysis. 

If the scatter plot showed any correlation between the PFL and difference images there 
would be cause for concern that the difference image was some artefact of the PFL. For 
example, if the values of the pixels in the difference image increased with the pixel values in the 
PFL this would suggest the difference image contained some information from the PFL image. 
This additional information could have been due to, for example, reversing the colour coding of 
the published PFL. Since there is no correlation, this suggests the information in the difference 
image had little to do with the PFL image. While the scatter plot does not completely rule out 

Fig. 1:  All three images in this figure have the 
same brightness scale. (a) Official WMAP sky at 94 
GHz  (b) The same sky map as (a) but with pixels 
replaced by those from Planck’s first light sky map 
where available (c) difference between the WMAP 
and WMAP/Plank sky maps. The shape of the non-
zero pixels in (c) corresponds to the region of 
Planck’s first light image. The colour version of (a) 
and (b) were provided by WMAP/NASA. 
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the possibility that the difference image is an 
artefact contained in the PFL, it provides 
reassurance that this is not the case.     

The initial impression that the WMAP sky 
map minus the PFL sky map seems to be roughly 
equal to the COBE sky maps suggests there is 
something wrong at low l in one or more of the 
sky maps. When combined with the fact that the 
WMAP and COBE sky maps match up at low l 
[5], the results seem to be at odds with the 
widely held belief that both WMAP and COBE 

at low l are reliable sky maps of the CMB. 
Planck’s relatively simple scan pattern and image reconstruction makes calibration of the 

Planck data simpler than WMAP’s or COBE’s. Because of the averaging over each 1 hour ring, 
the calibration over the averaged ring can be characterized by two parameters – a gain and 
baseline. However, precise calibration between rings can be more complicated. Nevertheless, 
Planck’s simple scan pattern should measure both high and low l spherical harmonics with 
equal reliability.  

In contrast, each year of TOD for 
each of WMAP’s 20 channels requires 
2 parameters for every hour of TOD. 
Thus, a total of 17,532 parameters are 
required per channel-year, the 
minimum number of WMAP 
calibration parameters required to 
generate a sky map. Therefore, as 
mentioned above, reliable calculation 
of the WMAP calibration parameters 
is the more challenging problem. The 
WMAP calibration issue may yield 
sky maps that have differing 
sensitivities to various spherical 
harmonics.  

As outlined in the introduction, 
there have been concerns expressed 
about the accuracy of the WMAP sky 
map at low l. From an image 
interpretation point of view, the most 
widely discussed concerns have 

Fig 2: Scatter plot of the pixel values for the 
Planck first light versus the difference image. 

Fig. 3: (a) the COBE sky map averaged over all frequencies 
band.  (b) same as (a) but with a smoothed version of the 
difference image overlaid. The colour version of (a) was 
provided by WMAP/NASA. 
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focused on the improbable alignment of the quadrapole and octapole of WMAP’s sky maps, 
including with the earth’s orbit around the sun [6-10].  

Examining the image reconstruction used in WMAP, Cover [11] found the perplexing 
result that no anisotropies were a better fit to the TOD than the official sky maps for each of the 
20 channels when the calibration parameters were allowed to vary. The form of the analysis 
used was not implemented in a way to determine if the problem was concentrated at low or high 
l. But a reanalysis only constraining low l or high l harmonics to zero could provide useful 
insight into this issue.    

One possible scenario that appears to account for the difference between Planck and 
WMAP-COBE at low l is suggested by the Axis of Evil. The alignment of the Axis of Evil with 
the earth’s orbit around the sun suggests it could be due to a reconstruction artefact. Imperfect 
calibration of the WMAP TOD could allow some of the Doppler shifted CMB due to WMAP’s 
orbit around the sun to contaminate the sky maps [11]. As WMAP’s orbit tracks the earth’s, it 
would explain some of the Axis of Evil’s improbable alignments. As the error in the calibration 
is at most a few percentage points, any artefact might be a perturbation and thus added to the 
CMB true signal [5,11].  

If Planck is considered to have measured the true signal and WMAP is considered the true 
signal plus artefact, then WMAP minus Planck would yield the artefact. This suggests the 
difference sky map is a good estimate of the artefact.  The match of the difference image with 
the COBE sky map would then suggest a considerable part of the COBE sky is also a 
reconstruction artefact. Under this scenario, the similarity between WMAP and COBE at low l 
[5] is consistent with both having similar artefacts. But how is it possible that WMAP and 
COBE could have similar reconstruction artefacts?   

The fact that there is a substantial difference at low l between the Planck and WMAP-
COBE sky maps suggests the possibility that there is far less information in the WMAP TOD 
about the low l anisotropies than previously realised. This does not seem to be a problem at high 
l as Planck and WMAP give the same results about high l anisotropies. This is likely because 
they both had the same information about the CMB in their TOD at high l even though they 
used very different scanning patterns.  

Both WMAP and COBE used a sophisticated scanning pattern and image reconstruction 
algorithm. The scanning patterns of each of the satellites only concentrated on one region of the 
sky at once and then gradually moved to the next. The measurement from the regions of the 
whole sky where then stitched together during the image reconstruction. This might have left 
ambiguity in the TOD with regards to the low l sky. In other words, a wide range of low l sky 
maps may have been consistent with the uncalibrated TOD. The process of selecting the 
calibration coefficients may have actually substantially constrained the range of low l sky 
consistent with the TOD. So a much smaller range of low l sky maps may have been consistent 
with the calibrated TOD than the uncalibrated TOD. For WMAP and COBE to yield similar but 
incorrect sky maps at low l would require them to introduce similar biases during their image 
reconstruction possibly via the choice of the calibration parameters.  
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How can we test the hypothesis that there is far less information in WMAP and COBE 
TOD about the low l sky than previously realized? Cover [11] proposed the criterion of asking 
how consistent WMAP's TOD were with sky maps containing no anisotropies while allowing 
WMAP's calibration parameters to vary. This was the first time the impact that WMAP's 
calibration parameters had on the WMAP sky maps was discussed in the literature other than by 
the WMAP team. After applying the proposed criterion Cover found that, for each of WMAP's 
20 channels, a sky map the contained no anisotropies but did include the dipole, was a better fit 
to the TOD than the official WMAP sky map. This finding suggests the large low l differences 
between WMAP and Planck may be due to a problem with the calibration of WMAP's TOD. 
This hypothesis could be tested by a more detailed application of Cover's reanalysis.  

Cover's proposed criterion constrained the anisotropies to zero for all l spherical harmonics 
and then allowed the calibration parameters to vary. The reanalysis could be repeated by first 
constraining the amplitude of the high l spherical harmonics to zero but allowing the low l 
harmonics, as well as the calibration parameters, to vary. If there is little information in the 
TOD about the low l anisotropies, allowing the low l spherical harmonics to vary will do little to 
improve the fit to the TOD as compared to no anisotropies. In contrast, constraining the low l 
harmonics to zero while allowing the high l harmonics to vary should substantially improve the 
fit.     

The details of the spherical harmonics of the CMB obtained from the sky maps are 
believed to tell much about the early universe. It would be desirable to be able to extract more 
information about the spherical harmonics from PFL image. However, the limited fraction of 
the sky covered, combined with the degradation of the data due to its presentation as a PFL 
image, would pose barriers to reliable values.  

As the PFL image was released primarily for publicity reasons it is important to consider 
other possible causes of the difference at low l other than WMAP and COBE having a similar 
reconstruction artefact. The precise match at high l strongly suggests the PFL image and the 
WMAP sky maps were properly scaled for comparison. The histogram in Fig. 2 suggests the 
difference image is independent of the PFL image, apparently ruling out the colour display of 
the PFL image as a source of the difference. The possibility that Planck has poor measurement 
abilities at low l is judged extremely unlikely based on the care that when into the design of the 
satellite. Thus, given the limited information available about the PFL image, the best guess for 
the difference at low l is judged to be a real difference between the true CMB and the WMAP 
and COBE sky maps at low l.       

In light of the results of the analysis presented in this paper, the substantial differences 
between the WMAP and PFL sky maps at low l need to be studied carefully for the rest of the 
sky. Also, the match between the COBE sky map and difference between the WMAP and PFL 
sky maps needs to be confirmed over the rest of the sky. As only about 10% of the sky was 
covered by the PFL image, and the publicity nature of the release of the image, the results of 
this study must be considered speculative.    
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